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Abstract. The analysis of structure diagrams of the two-mass tubular conveyer with two-cycle 
electromagnetic drive is carried out in the article. Two methods of designing of the elastic system are 
considered; calculation formulas for elastic system computation are deduced according to different 
requirements for the operating parameters of conveyers; the comparative analysis of two types of 
elastic systems is conducted. The recommendations for designing the lengthy tubular vibrating 
conveyers are presented. According to the considered structural diagrams of the elastic system the 
models of the lengthy vibrating conveyers with the transporting distances 1,5...4l m=  are 
developed. On the basis of these models the lengthy vibrotransporting systems with the transporting 
distance 5...30l m=  were developed, manufactured and applied in industry. The considered 
systems ensures the transportation of loose materials (porcelain composition, sand etc.) with 
maximal speeds up to 800 mm/sec and productivities (for tubes with internal diameter 100D mm= ) 
up to 30 tons per hour for. It is reasonable to use both considered schemes of elastic systems for 
development of vibrating tubular conveyers with electromagnetic drive. The conveyers may be 
designed in two modifications: overhead and supporting. The obtained dependencies allow 
optimization of the structure and considering the important technical parameters of conveyers 
(maximal permissible oscillations amplitude, springs stresses, productivity etc.) in the design phase. 

 

Introduction 
 

Vibrating tubular conveyers with electromagnetic drive may be effectively used in various branches of 
industry due to their specific features and advantages. The main advantages of these machines are structure 
simplicity, total absence of the parts which may rub and quickly work out of true, small wearing of the internal 
surface of the transporting element, simple regulation of the vibrotransportation modes, possibility of conveying of 
various types of loads (piece, lumpy, loose, granular including powder-like, gaseous etc.), simplicity of setting-up 
and repairing, possibility of combining conveying and technological operations (i.e. drying and cooling), simplicity 
of feeding and unloading with the possibility of dosing in wide range of diameters of transporting element. The 
important advantage of these conveyers is small power consumption due to specific setting-up of the devices with 
the aim to achieve near-resonance operation modes. 

 

Problem statement 
 

Despite of a number of advantages tubular conveyers are rather rarely used in manufacturing 
industry nowadays. First of all, this situation may be explained by the fact that they are not commercially 
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manufactured. Single models designed and manufactured by different companies for their own needs are 
little known. That is why the development of this type of conveyers is being limited. The important 
problem consists in development of new and improvement of known model of tubular conveyers with the 
aim to increase their efficiency, to simplify the methods of calculation, designing and setting-up. 

Analysis of modern information sources on the subject of the article 
 

The information about vibrating tubular conveyers with electromagnetic drive is not very 
widespread. Literature sources and publications in special journals are scattered over several decades and 
do not allow the possibility to obtain the sufficient representation about this type of conveying equipment. 
The most accessible sources are [3–5; 7; 8; 10] which present the number of structures of vibrating tubular 
conveyers with electromagnetic drive. 

The analysis and research of these sources show that a great deal of investigations and developments 
dedicated to tubular conveyers were conducted in the scientific and research laboratory NDL-40 
(Department of mechanics and automation engineering of Lviv Polytechnic National University). The 
developments and investigations carried out in the laboratory NDL-40 for many years gave the 
considerable results in the field of vibrotechnics, which were realized in a number of effective models and 
designs including the models of vibrating tubular conveyers and transporting systems formed of separate 
modules. In recent years, these developments have undergone some modernization and the methods of 
their designing and calculation have been improved [4; 12]. 

 

Statement of purpose of research 
 

The development of new machines for solving some technological problems usually starts with 
choosing the structure diagram of the machine. If there is a necessity to develop the machine which should 
perform tasks that were solved by earlier developed machines it is necessary to use the accumulated 
experience. If there is a necessity to improve technical parameters (increase productivity, reduce power or 
materials consumption) the analysis of analogues becomes less expedient. In that case the analysis of the 
known structure diagrams is carried out and on the basis of practical experience the machines structures are 
being improved or sometimes fundamentally changed. 

The purpose of this paper consists in analysis of the two-mass tubular conveyer with two-cycle 
electromagnetic drive of “tube in tube” type and in investigation of conveyers with various combinations 
of elastic systems. 

 

Main material presentation 
 

The most optimal structures of vibrating conveyers with electromagnetic drive are the structures 
based on two-mass oscillatory schemes [8]. These schemes allow creating almost totally symmetrical 
structures with superposition of centers of oscillating masses. This factor makes supplementary parasitic 
oscillations the whole structure or relative oscillations of both oscillating masses impossible. Thus the 
uniformity of transportation along the transporting element increases and the efficiency and productivity of 
vibrotransportation also raise. 

The structure shown in Fig. 1 may be considered as near-optimal one from the point of view of the 
requirements to forming of two-mass mechanical oscillating systems. This model was developed and 
applied in several industrial enterprises for conveying loose, lumpy and piece products. The conveyer is 
designed according to the two-mass oscillating scheme with lengthy working transporting element 1 coated 
with polyurethane or rubber inside. The reactive (nontransporting) mass consists of two tubes 2 to face 
flanges of which two circular electromagnets 3 are fastened. Two parts of the reactive mass are attached by 
pins and ring 7 and form in such a way the rigid structure. The working and reactive masses are fastened 
by four flat elastic elements 8 the ends of which are attached to the brackets of the working and reactive 
masses. The elastic elements are placed in the bottom part of the conveyer at the inclination angle with the 
vertical plane (vibration angle) β. The brackets of the working mass are fastened to the tube with a help of 
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terminal clamps and the brackets of reactive mass are welded to two reactive tubes. Between the 
electromagnets of the reactive mass the double-sided circular armature is placed and rigidly fastened to the 
transporting tube. Two rings 5, which are attached by the terminal clamps to the tube 1, and four brackets 4 
with elastic (rubber) buffers limit the vibrations amplitude if it is necessary and do not allow the transition 
of the oscillating system to the vibroimpact mode by stabilization of the operation on high amplitudes. 

The conveyer operates as follows. If the alternating current is applied according to the two-cycle 
feed circuit the inclined harmonic oscillations with opposite phases of the working and reactive masses 
excite on the circular electromagnets 3 at the angle of vibration β, which is defined by the inclination angle 
of the attachment planes of the springs brackets. Due to this structure the parts (products) are being 
transported along the internal surface of the tube 1 (Fig. 1, from the right to the left) [8]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Structural diagram of vibrating tubular conveyer 

 
The efficiency and productivity of conveying depends on the following factors: 
– the structure symmetry along three coordinates; 
– the matching of the centers of oscillating masses; 
– the natural oscillation frequency of the transporting tube; 
– the rigidity of the fastening brackets; 
– the placement of the elastic elements; 
– the rigidity of all fastening connections; 
– the method of the working element loading with products. 
Based on the above material the multifunctional problem raises before the developer during the machines 

designing. Taking into account the experience of manufacturing, setting-up and applying of analogous vibrating 
equipment, this problem may be finally solved by means of setting-up of such machines. 

Let us analyze some requirements to the development of conveyers of such type and some methods 
of their assurance. 

1. The model of the conveyer (Fig. 1) is almost symmetrical due to using the scheme of “tube-in-
tube” type. The masses of brackets for springs fastening are very small in comparison with the total value 
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of oscillating masses of the conveyer. That is why the brackets do not influence the symmetry of the 
structure and the matching (nonmatching) of the mass centers. 

2. The choosing of parameters of the transporting tube (length, diameter, material) depends on the 
natural frequency 0ω  of oscillations of the tube considered as the beam without any supports, which 
should be 3–4 times larger than the frequency of forced oscillations of the conveyer. This fact ensures the 
oscillations of the tube as one rigid body when every point of the transporting element oscillates with the 
same frequency and along the same trajectories. By ensuring the uniform field of oscillations of the 
transporting element (Fig. 2) we obtain the uniformity of the longitudinal transporting and the necessary 
productivity. For the beam (tube) without supports the natural frequency of oscillations may be calculated 
as [8]: 

0 3
22, 4 E I

m l
⋅

ω = ⋅
⋅

, (1) 

where E  is the modulus of elasticity of the tube material, Pa; I  is the moment of inertia of the tube cross-
section, 4m ; m  is the mass of the tube, kg; l  is the length of the tube, m. 

The dependence (1) is simple for calculating and ensures the absence of additional transversal 
natural oscillations of the working conveyer. However it is necessary to mention that for every specific 
structure the natural frequency of the transporting element is a little different because of the different 
attachments of elastic elements and different placement of these attachments. The determination of this 
frequency is a very complicated task and the solving of this problem allows optimization of the structure 
and decreasing of its materials consumption. The problem of choosing the parameters of the working 
tubular element is also very important task relating to the influence of the loading on the stability of 
oscillations parameters of the transporting element. With a help of special sensors places along the tube it 
is possible to define the components of oscillations and introduce corrections into the conveyer structure. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The scheme of the beam and the distribution of oscillations 

 

3. The rigidities of the fastening elements (brackets, terminal clamps etc.) should ensure the 
parameters of oscillations of the working and reactive masses as single rigid bodies. The methods of 
fastening of elastic elements essentially influence the coefficient of restraint зk , which lies in the range of 

0,7 1,0зk = −  for typical conveyers and 0,55 0,6зk = −  for large-sized lengthy conveyers with the lengths 
of transporting elements 3–5 m and with diameters of transporting tubes 100–200 mm. 

4. The loading of the working transporting tube from the only hopper essentially influences the 
parameters of oscillations in the loading zone. That is why it is reasonable to design several loading zones 
especially for 3–5 m long transporting tubes. As the experimental investigations showed, in the lines of 
tubular conveyers, where the working transporting tubes are fastened with a help of special couplings and 
intermediate tubular inserts, the loading through the inserts cause very small influence on the parameters of 
oscillations of the transporting elements. 
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5. The placement of elastic elements for models, which are analogous to the presented model (Fig. 1), 
should solve two problems (requirements): 

– do not allow the appearing of angular oscillation about the axis Z Z−  (Fig. 3); 
– to create some zones on the elastic elements for fastening the inserts with dampers when the 

supporting method of conveyer installation is used. 
The first problem is solved due to the fastening of flat springs 1 to oscillating masses 1m  and 2m  in 

staggered order (in the Fig. 3 the elastic system and its fastenings are presented on the upper view of the 
conveyer). Experimental investigations on several models of conveyers substantiated the expediency of 
such design (structure). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Simplified scheme of the conveyer elastic system: 1m  is transporting (active) mass;  

2m  is reactive mass; 1 – flat elastic(spring) elements; 2 – supporting elements 
 
The second requirement taking into account the fact that the oscillations of both masses are with 

opposite phases and are carried out with amplitudes, which vary in inverse proportion to masses 
1 2

2 1

A m
A m

=  (2) 

allows the use of so-called “zones of neutral cross-section” which are defined by the lengths of springs and 
in which there are no oscillation (or they are close to zero). This phenomenon is shown on the left end 
support 2 (Fig. 3). 

The most important calculations, which are carried. out during the designing of conveyers, are the 
computations of rigidity and strength of elastic elements. This process ensures the setting-up of the device 
according to the stationary close to resonance operation mode and does not allow the failures of the spring 
during their exploitation with ensuring the specified productivity Q . 

In this paper we consider two methods of development (designing) of elastic system for lengthy 
vibrating two-mass tubular conveyers: 

I. The springs are fastened on the ends to oscillating masses 1m  and 2m  (Fig. 4); 
II. The springs form blocks which consist of two springs. The centers of the springs are fastened to 

the oscillating masses 1m  and 2m  and the ends are rigidly attached together (Fig. 5). 
Let us carry out the analysis of methods of designing of elastic systems. According to the method I the 

calculated thickness of the spring which ensures the necessary resonance setting-up may be defined as [3; 8]: 
2 2

03
4 пр

I
з

a l
E b i k

⋅ π ⋅ ν ⋅ Μ
= ⋅

⋅ ⋅ ⋅
, (3) 
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where l  is the working (not restrained) length of the flat elastic element, m; 0ν  is natural frequency of 
conveyer vibrations, Hz. This frequency is defined according to the recommendations of close to resonance 
setting-up of the conveyer [8]: 

0
ν

ν =
Ζ

, (4) 

where ν  is the frequency of forced oscillations, Hz; 0,92 – 0,94Ζ =  is the correction coefficient; 

1 2

1 2
пр

m m
M

m m
⋅

=
+

 is the reduced mass of the oscillating system, kg. In [8] it is recommended to take the 

ratio 1 2 2 – 4m m = . Taking into account modern investigations this ratio cannot be absolutely 
unchangeable because of the fact that it is not reasonable to increase the reactive mass 2m  and the ratio of 

1 2 1 – 2m m =  also may be adopted; E  is the modulus of elasticity of the springs material, Pa. For steel 

spring 112,1 10E Pa= ⋅ . Nowadays the springs made of glass-fabric-base laminate are also widely used 
but their modulus of elasticity varies in wide range and this material is not investigated when the 
oscillations amplitudes are very high. Also it is not recommended to use this material in hot and other 
operation conditions; b  is the working width of the spring, m; i  is the number of springs; зk  is the 
coefficient of spring restraint. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The scheme of the spring fastening (method I) and the cross-section of the spring:  

l  is working (not restrained) spring length; 'l  is the width of the fastening; зl  is total (overall) length  

of the spring; a  is working spring thickness; b  is the spring width 
 

 
Fig. 5. The scheme of fastening of the spring of block type (method II) 
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In the dependence (3) all the parameters except l  may be taken structurally or on the basis of logical 
consideration. The working length l  and the total length of the spring зl  may be defined according to one 
of the following requirements: 

– do not allow the failures of the spring; 
– to ensure the specified (limited) overall sizes of equipment which depend on manufacture conditions. 
It is known that the spring stress, which is generated during the machine operation, may be defined 

as [8]: 

2
3 E a y

l
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

σ = , (5) 

where 1 2y A A= +  is the spring deflection, m. 

The stress should not exceed the permissible bending stress [ ]1−σ : 

[ ]1−σ ≤ σ . (6) 
For quenched grinded spring made of high-quality spring steel of the 60C2 grade 

[ ] 8
1 3 10 Pa−σ = ⋅ . The permissible stress may be increased on 15–20 % by using vibrational processing 

technologies: vibrogrinding, vibropolishing and vibrohardening. 
Let us substitute the parameter a  from the formula (3) into the formula (5) for calculation of the 

spring stress: 
2 2 2

03
43 пр

з

E ME у
l b і k

⋅ π ⋅ ν ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅
σ = ⋅

⋅ ⋅
. (7) 

By calculation of the stress with a help of the formula (7) we may predict the durability of the 
conveyer elastic system operation. 

So far as according to the formula (2) the deflection 1 2
1

2

m m
y A

m
+

= ⋅  and considering that 1

2

m
m

λ =  

and 0 Z
ν

ν =  we obtain the following formula: 

2 2 2
1 133 4 1

з

A m ( )
l b і Z k
⋅ ⋅ π ⋅ ν ⋅ ⋅ + λ

σ = ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

. (8) 

In that case according to the formula (8) we may obtain the plot of the dependence 1( A )σ = σ  and 
during the designing we may protect the structure from the failures of elastic elements by combining the 
parameters of the specific model.  

The amplitude of oscillations of the transporting mass of the conveyer is related with the 
transporting speed V  (m/s) by the following dependence: 

2 cos ш

VA
k

=
⋅ π ⋅ ν ⋅ β ⋅

, (9) 

where β  is the angle of vibration; шk  is the coefficient of transporting speed (for the conveyer which are 
being investigated when the amplitude is 1 4 5A mm= −  during the transportation of loose and lumpy 
products of various types 0,6 0,8шk = − ). 

The productivity Q  and speed of transportation are related by the dependence: 
Q V S= ⋅ ⋅ γ , (10) 

where S  is the area of the cross-section of the tube along which the products are being transported, 2m . 
For loose and lumpy products 0,5 0,6S = −  from the total area of the transporting tube cross-section; γ  is 

the bulk density of the material being transported, 3kg m . 
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Let us simplify the dependence (8) by substitution of the known parameters E  and π  and by 
adopting for lengthy conveyers with electromagnetic drive the most optimal for electromagnetic vibration 
exciter oscillations frequency 25 Hzν = , the correction coefficient 0,93Ζ = , the coefficient of restraint 

0,7зk = . In that case if the number of springs 4i =  for the model (Fig. 1) the following stresses arise: 

2
9 1 13 (1 )

2,3 10
A m
l b

⋅ + λ
σ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . (11) 

By equalizing 8
1[ ] 3 10 Pa−σ = σ = ⋅  we obtain the dependence which allows the calculation of the 

length of the spring taking into account the strength conditions: 
2

13
1

(1 )
7, 7

m
l A

b
⋅ + λ

= ⋅ ⋅ . (12) 

From the equation (12) we may deduce the dependence for calculation of the maximal permissible 
oscillations amplitude of the transporting mass: 

31 2
1

0,13
(1 )
bA l

m
= ⋅ ⋅

⋅ + λ
. (13) 

By using the formulas (9) and (10) and by adopting the coefficient 0,7шk =  we obtain the 
approximate dependences for speed and productivity calculation: 

3 2
1

14 cos
(1 )
bV l

m
= ⋅ ⋅ β ⋅

⋅ + λ
; (14) 

3 2
1

14 cos
(1 )
bQ l S

m
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ γ ⋅ β ⋅

⋅ + λ
. (15) 

When the number of springs rises from 4i =  to 6, 8, 10, 12...i =  the numerical coefficient 14 in the 
formulas (14) and (15) increases by 1,14; 1,26; 1,36; 1,44… times. For example, if 8i =  (paired springs) 
the numerical coefficient equals 17,6. 

For designing the elastic system (four blocks with two springs in each block) (Fig. 5) the thickness 
of the spring, when the oscillating masses are equal ( 1 2m m= ), may be defined as [13]: 

2 2
0 131 2 16II

з

m
a a a l

E b k
π ⋅ ν ⋅

= = = ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

. (16) 

If we put 1 2m m=  in the formula (3) we obtain 1
2np

m
M =  and the dependence for the method I 

looks like: 
2 2

0 131
2

з

m
a l

E b i k
⋅ π ⋅ ν ⋅

= ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

. (17) 

For exact comparison of the schemes I and II it is necessary to adopt 8i =  in the formula (17): 
2 2

0 131 4 з

m
a l

E b k
π ⋅ ν ⋅

= ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

. (18) 

The stress, which is generated in the spring when using the scheme I, equals: 
2 2 2 2 2

0 1 0 113 363
4 4I

з з

m m EАE y
l E b k l b k

π ⋅ ν ⋅ π ⋅ ν ⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⋅
σ = ⋅ = ⋅

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
. (19) 
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If the elastic system is composed according to the scheme II the stress, which is generated in the 
spring, equals: 

2 2 2
0 11 1 3

2
12 12

16
II

ІІ
з

m EE A a А
l b kl

π ⋅ ν ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
σ = = ⋅

⋅ ⋅
. (20) 

In that case, the stress ratio of the two schemes equals: 

36 16 0,8
12 4

I

II

σ
= ⋅ =

σ
. (21) 

The calculations, made according the formula (21), show that springs of the scheme I are less loaded 
than springs of the scheme II. 

 

Conclusions 
 

1. According to the considered structural diagrams of the elastic system the models of the lengthy 
vibrating conveyers with the transporting distances 1,5 4l m= −  are developed. On the basis of these 
models the lengthy vibrotransporting systems with the transporting distance 5 30l m= −  were developed, 
manufactured and applied in industry. 

2. The considered systems ensures the transportation of loose materials (porcelain composition, sand 
etc.) with maximal speeds up to 800 mm/sec and productivities (for tubes with internal diameter 

100D mm= ) up to 30 tons per hour. 
3. It is reasonable to use both considered schemes of elastic systems for development of vibrating 

tubular conveyers with electromagnetic drive. The conveyers may be designed in two modifications: 
overhead and supporting. 

4. The scheme II is simpler one considering structure design. The brackets for springs fastening are 
more rigid due to smaller lengths of structure elements. 

5. The obtained dependencies allow optimization of the structure and considering the important 
technical parameters of conveyers (maximal permissible oscillations amplitude, springs stresses, 
productivity etc.) in the design phase. 

6. For the scheme II it is possible to obtain the whole range of parameters by using the similar 
calculations as for the scheme I. 
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